
FW: Summary table of vents and other PPE

From: "Van Loon, James (HC/SC)" <"/o=canadacentdepl/ou=exchange administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=7a81826df6eb46d0004b317b85257372">

To: "Jewell2, Emily (HC/SC)" <emily.jewell2@canada.ca>, "Tucker3, Christina (HC/SC)"
<christina.tucker3@canada.ca>

Cc: "Dawson, Gillian (HC/SC)" <gillian.dawson@canada.ca>

Date: Sun, 18 Oct 2020 21:06:18 +0000

Attachment
Q ■ 20201017Summary_Table_Vents_Other_PPE.xlsx (12.93 kB)

Deirdre pulled together this helpful table on impacts of moving to peaks and valleys on total health
demand (I am assuming this is over the next year). Changes are significant. N95 down 60% or so. (not
suprising. In the absence of a vaccine, peaks and valleys spreads the infection of people out over the
next 3 years.)

There is no change in PPE usage in nursing/private as a result of this change - is that because all the
demand in those enviroments is prophylactic use?

James Van Loon
Health Canada COVID 19 Task Force
613 617 6016

From: Hennessy, Deirdre (STATCAN) <deirdre.hennessy@canada.ca>
Sent: 2020-10-17 4:02 PM
To: Van Loon, James (HC/SC) <james.vanloon@canada.ca>
Subject: Summary table of vents and other PPE

Hi James,
Please find the summary table of totals attached for vents and other PPE. I did a slightly
different analysis than Ipsa because I only had health care demand, not total demand. I split up
the 3 demand channels plus a total. I didn't have the baseline to compare for all the rest of the
PPE, you can get that from Ipas's table. Our numbers for public health are very similar, however
she likely ran her baseline on Mondays results, and I ran on Thursday/Friday results- which
brought in new death data.

If you have any questions please let me know.
Regards,
Deirdre

HC-SC X
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Deirdre Hennessy, PhD

Senior Research Analyst, Health Analysis Division
Statistics Canada/ Government of Canada
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Analyste de recherche principale, Division de I'analyse de la sante
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